
Microtec MT-201 is an ideal small format heat press machine for use in the home, craft, schools and hobby
industries due to its compact frame and 15″x15″ heat platens. This new arrival heat transfer press machine
is in luxury design with high-end quality: 25mm thickness heat plate, aluminum limit, stronger arm, etc,
higher pressure and even heat. Providing completely unobstructed access to the lower platen, the special
swing away design makes the MT-201 an extremely user-friendly sublimation printing machine. And you
are hassle-free to load the garments and place transfers, this high pressure heat press is durable enough
for worry-free and multiple applications.

Such small format heat press machine is more cost-efficient for any entry-level business or bulk
production. This popular heat press sublimation machine allows you to make great products while gaining
an incredible return on your investment. This easy to use advantages makes Microtec MT-201 to be one of
the most popular models among all the users.

 





 

Stronger Arm: Bear high pressure, longer service life             



Bearing Knob: Easy to adjust 

Universal Adjuster: Supply more even pressure

Stable Heat Platen: 25mm thickness heat platen, more even heat distribution

 

 Model No.  MT-201
 Machine Type  Manual, Swing Away
 Platen Size  15"x15" (38x38cm)
 Controller  GY-06 Digital Time & Temp. Control
 Printable Articles Up to 10mm Thickness
Under Plate Fixed
 Voltage  110V/ 220V
 Currency  11A/ 20A
 Power  1.6KW/ 1.8KW
 Frequency  50HZ/ 60HZ
 Time Range  0-999 sec.
 Maximum Temp.  225 C
 Temperature Accuracy  ±0.5%
 Machine Size  
 Carton Size  
 Net Weight  
 Gross Weight  
 Certification  CE

 

This sublimation heat press is suitable for any sublimable or transferable product. For example: T-shirts,
MDF board, metallic sheet, slippers and other flat products.



 

Microtec's main objective is to support all our customers, who can manage their heat transfer activities
without interruption. So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with a quantitative order and the following
guarantee:
* Free lifetime technical support on all heat press machines.
* Two-year warranty
* Five-year warranty on fusions and welds.
* Five-year warranty on the heating plate.
* Six-monthly warranty on the heaters of cups, plates and caps.

 


